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Names of Parts

Hotshoe (Page 61)

Exposure compensation dial lock
release button (Page 44)

Exposure compensation
dial (Page 44)

Eyepiece shutter open/
close dial (Page 64)

External l iquid crystal
display panel (Page 4)

Rear dial
(Page 69)

Strap mount
(Page 78)

Front dial
(Page 69)

Exposure mode dial lock
release button (Page 36)

Exposure mode setting dial
(Page 36)

Auto focus supplemental
infrared light emission win-
dow (Page 34)

Self t imer lamp (Page 51)

Mirror

Electronic contacts

Lens mount mark (Page 13)

Shutter release button
(Page 22)

Preview button (Page 64)

Shutter release mode selector lever
(Page 45)

Congratulations on your purchase of the Mamiya 645AF and welcome to the world-wide family

of happy Mamiya camera owners!
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Strap mount (Page 78)

Dark Slide (Page 18)

Focus mode selector lever (Page 28)

Lens Release Button (Page 13)

Exposure metering mode
selector lever (Page 43)

Rubber eye cap

Diopter adjustment
dial  (Page 11)

H o l d e r  d e t a c h
button (Page 18)

Rear l id opening but-
ton (Page 19)

R e a r  l i d  o p e n i n g
lock release button
(Page 19)

Holder detach lock
release button

S y n c h r o  t e r m i n a l
(Page 63)

Mirror lever (

Auxiliary release contact
(Page 78)



Film holder liquid crystal
display panel (Page 4)

D o w n  b u t t o n
(Page 16)

Up button
1

Manual film advance
button

lens (standard accessory

Pull-out l id

Holder l iquid crystal  d isplay panel
l id (Paqe 15

External power socket (Page 67)

Battery case detach lever
(Page 9)

Battery case (

Tripod screw hole (Page

Mode sett ing button
(Page 46)

BL button (Page 54)

F2 key
71 and72)

S E T  b u t t o n

Auto exposure lock

70
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External Liquid Crystal Display Panel

S u p e r i m p o s e  m o d e
shooting data (Page 73)

Shutter time (seconds) (Page 38)

S u p e r i m p o s e  m o d e
c a l e n d a r  a n d  i n d e x
number (Page 71)

lndex mode (Page72)

Manua l  focus  mode
(Page 30)

Program mode (Page 36)

Self t imer mode mark
(Page 51)

M u l t i p l e  e x p o s u r e
mode mark (Page 49)

Auto bracketing mode
mark (Page 47)

Battery power indica-
tor (Page 10)

37)

Program shift indicator (Page 36)

Dial lock indicator (Page 70)

This diagram is for explanatory purposes. The actual display may differ.

Film Holder Liquid Crystal Display Panel

_E _ ',_E _8" t

rso nfinn
FILM #N

Film sensitivity - ISO 25 to 6400

Film type display - 120 or 220

Number of photos display

This diagram is for explanatory purposes. The actual display may differ.



I

Viewfinder Liquid Crystal Display Panel

AE lock display

Defocus direction marks

Focus marks - dis-
played when subject
is in focus

Exposure compensation value
display - displays the difference
between the setting and the me-
tered value when in the manual
mode

Focus frame

Exposure compensation * mark

This diagram is for explanatory purposes. The actual display may differ.
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Names of Parts 1-3
External Liquid Crystal Display Panel """""" '  4
Fi lm Holder Liquid Crystal Display Panel """ '  4
Viewfinder Liquid Crystal Display Panel """"" 5

Basic Operation 8-27
Loding the Batteries """" '
Checking the Battery Power
Diopter Adjustment """"""" 1 1

Replacing the diopter corrected lens """" 12
Attaching / Removing the Lens onto / from the Camera 13-14
lnstal l ing the Battery in the Roll-Fi lm Holder 15
Sett ing the Fi lm Speed 1 6
Attaching / Detaching the Roll-Fi lm Holder """""" '
Loading the Fi lm in the Roll-Fi lm Holder

1 7  - 1 8

19-21
Shutter Release Button / Holding the Camera """""" '  22
Taking Photos in the Ful l  Automatic Mode 23-26
Removing the f i lm during shooting / Camera Operation Test " '  27

Auto Focus Function 28-34
Single Focus Mode
Continuous Focus Mode
Manual Focus Mode
Focusing using the focus mark """" 31
Subjects With Which Auto Focusing May Not Work " 32

Using the Focus Lock Function """" '  33
AF Supplemental Infrared Light """" 34

Exposure Modes "" '  35-40
Program AE
Shift ing the Program
Aperture Priority AE
Shutter Priori ty AE
Manual Mode 39-40

Exposure Metering Modes """ 42-45
Average Exposure Metering Mode 43

Spot Exposure Metering Mode 43
Average / Spot Auto Switching Exporsure Metering 43

44
45

9
1 0

36
36
37
38

29
29
30

Exposure Compensation



Auto Bracketing Mode 47-48
Mult iple Exposure Mode 49-50
Self Timer Mode 5 1

Applied Photography 52-67
53-54Extended Exposure Modes

AE Lock Mode . . . . .  55-56
Taking Photos wi th  the Mi r ror  Up . . . . . . . . . . .  57-58
Subject Depth 59
Infrared Photography'. . . . . . . . . . .  60
Flash Photography 61-62

Metz Flash SCA3951 System Functions
Flash Photography with Frashes other than Mecablitz Flashes

Preview Function / Eyepiece Shutter
Changing The Focusing Screen 65
Using the M645 Lenses
External Power Supply

Others .. . .  68-75
Electronic Dial Operations 69
Front /  Rear Dial Lock Mechanisms """""" '  70
Superimposing Data 7 1 - 7 4

62
63
64

66
67

Setting the Date and Time
Sett ing the Index Number
Selecting the Data to be Superimposed . 7 3

Data superimpose modes 73
Checking the data to be superimposed 74

Changing the Viewfinder Display in the Manual Mode "M" 75
Error Messages 76
l f  the shut ter  cannot  be re leased . . . . . . . . . . . . .  77
Strap / Using a Tripod / Auxiliary Release Contact 78
Specifications of 645AF 79-80
Common Sense Camera Care and Practice 81-82

Spec i f i c  Sugges t i ons . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  81
The lmportance of Proper Maintenance... . . . . . . . . .  82
Batteries Care 82

83After-Sale Servicing
Liquid Crystal Display

72

84
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Loadins the Batteries (llil3|:[.i]*:::i#J3f )
Set the shutter release mode selector lever to "L" (to turn the power off).
Use six SUM3 alkal i  or l i thium batterres.

1. Raise the battery case detach lever, turn it in
the direction of the arrow towards the "OPEN" side
and pull off the battery case.

2. Load the batteries in the directions indicated
by the "(D" and "O" marks on the battery case.

lBe sure to set the batteries in the proper
"(D" and "O" direct ions.

3. Attach the battery case to the camera, then
turn the battery case detach lever towards the "Q"
side. Be sure the battery case is firmly attached.

--V.2
" 

-():-."^
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Checking the Battery Power

Set the shutter release mode selector lever to "S" (to turn the power on).
Use the battery power indicator on the external liquid crystal display panel to check the
remaining battery power.

The batteries are sufficiently charged.

There is little power remaining. Have new batteries
on hand.
Pictures can still be taken.

There is very little power remaining. Pictures can-
not be taken.
*Set the shutter release mode selector lever to

"L" (to turn the power off) and replace the bat-
teries with new ones.

*When the batteries are spent, "batt" flashes
on the external liquid crystal display panel and
the viewfinder's l iquid crystal display panel
when the shutter release button is pressed.

Flashing

- \  \  /  / -
- /  /  \  \ -
Flashing

lwhen replacing the batteries, be sure to use six new batteries of the same type.
Do not mix different types of batteries or old batteries with new ones.

Number of films that can be taken with one set of batteries
At normaltemperature (20'C), using new batteries, 120 rol l f i lm and under normal us-
age.

Alkal ine batteries: 150 rol ls
Lithium batteries : 350 rolls



Diopter Adjustment (il:#11"',';:i:11""# the 
)

Look into the viewfinder and turn the diopter adjustment dial so that the focus frame can
be seen clearly.
Turn in the "-" direction if you are farsighted, in the "*" direction if you are nearsighted.
lf the focus frame cannot be seen clearly even using the diopter adjustment dial, use a
separately sold diopter corrected lens (DE402 if you are nearsighted, DE403 if you are
farsighted).

*Point the camera at a bright, plain object such as a white wall when making this
adjustment.

Range of adjustment of diopter corrected
lenses (separately sold)

Diopter corrected lens Range of adiustment

DE401 (standard) -2.5 - +0.5

DE402 (for nearsighted users) 0 5  2 0

DE403 (for farsighted users) 0 - +3.0
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Replacing the diopter corrected lens

1. Remove the diopter corrected lens (DE401)
from the camera.
Pull the diopter corrected lens downward to re-
move it.

2. Push the replacement diopter corrected lens
upward into the viewfinder's eyepiece frame to
mount i t .

*lf there is dirt or dust on the lens surface, remove it with a blower or sweep it off
gently with a lens brush.

*lf there are fingerprints or dirt on the lens surface, wipe it off with a piece of
clean, soft gauze.

*Using solvents could discolor the diopter corrected lens frame.



Attaching/Removing the Lens onto/from the Camera

Attaching
1. Remove the camera's body caps

using Lens Release Button @ (see
oppos i te  page)  and  the  lens 's
fronUrear caps.

Grasp the lens front cap ring and remove.

Turn the lens rear cap in the direct ion of the ar-
row and remove.

2. Mount the lens.
Al ign the lens 's  a l ignment  dot  @) wi th  the
camera's al ignment dot (E, f i t  the lens into the
camera and rotate the lens in the direction of the
arrow until it stops. When a click sound is gener-
ated, the lens is mounted onto the camera.

*Do not touch the distance ring or other ro-
tating parts during the auto focus operation.
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Removing
While holding down the lens release button @,
rotate the lens in the direction of the arrow until it
stops, and release the lens from the camera.

*Rfter removing the lens from the camera body, protect them by attaching the
caps.

*Oil, dust, fingerprints or water on the electronic contacts could result in mal-
function or corrosion. Wipe such substances off with a clean piece of cloth.



Installing the Battery in the Roll-Film Holder

The battery is used to supply power to the LCD panel when the roll-film holder is used

alone. When the roll-film holder is attached to the camera body, the power is supplied

from the camera bodY.

1. Remove the battery cover.
Insert a coin or a similar object into the slot on
the film holder's memory battery cover and open
it by turning in the direction of the arrow.

2. Load a battery.
Insert the battery according to the polarity indica-
tion @ in the battery compartment, and close the
battery cover.
Battery used:CR2032

llnsert the battery in the proper "@" and "O"
direct ions.

*When the battery has run out, remove it immediately and replace with a new

battery. Otherwise accidental battery fluid leakage may damage the contacts.
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Setting the Film Speed

The film speed (lSO sensitivity value) is the reference for all exposure and must be set
correctly. lf the set value differs from the actual value of the film in use, under- or over-
exposure may occur.

1. Press the O (up) button.
When the LCD panel displays information, press
and hold the O (up) button on the bottom part of
the LCD display for more than 1 second. The ISO
indicator wi l l  bl ink.

oo

2. Set the film speed.
Set the film speed of the film by pressing tfre O
(up) or O (down) button. To finally set the speed,
press and hold the two buttons simultaneously
for more than one second;the f i lm speed wil l  be
written in memory in 5 seconds.

*The setting is not complete while the ISO indicator is blinking.
*The information on the film in use, such as the type, ISO sensitivity value and

number of exposures is stored in the back-up memory, However, when the bat-
tery capacity has dropped during stand-alone use of the roll-film holder, the
information may not be shown by the LGD panel.

*The information on the film (type,ISO sensitivity and number of photos) is stored
in the memory, but when the battery power is low this information may be dis-
played erroneously. Be sure to replace the batteries with new ones.



Attaching/Detaching the Roll-Film Holder

When the camera is not loaded with batteries, the shutter protection mechanism of the
camera is active (during this, the shutter is kept open to protect the shutter) so the dark
slide shield cannot be pulled out even after the roll-film holder is attached to the camera.
The film winding and shutter release operations are also locked during this period.

Attaching
1. Remove the camera's rear body cap and the
roll{ilm holder's protection cap.

2. Fit the body coupler at the bottom of the roll-
f i lm holder into the slot on the f i lm holder mount-
ing bracket (bottom) of the camera body @.

3. Push the rol l- f i lm holder against the camera
body, fit the film holder mounting bracket (top) of
the camera body @ into the slot of the rol l- f i lm
holder and lock them.

Automatic shutter opener/closer
In order to protect the shutter membrane, when the roll film holder is removed the
shutter is locked in the open position.
When the rollfilm holder is mounted (and the batteries are charged), the shutter
closes and is unlocked.

Easy loading mechanism
There is no need to line up the film's leader paper start mark. The rollfilm holder
automatically detects the first frame of the film, regardless of the position.
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Detaching
1. Insert the dark sl ide into the rol l- f i lm holder.

2. While holding down the rol l- f i lm holder's f i lm
holder detaching lock release button @ in tne di-
rection of the arrow, push the film holder detach-
ing button @ inward to remove the lock film holder.

*Wtren the rol l- f i lm holder is removed, the shutter is kept open to protect the
shutter and the film winding and shutter release are also locked.

The roll film holder cannot be attached to or detached from the camera body
unless the dark slide is inserted in the roll-film holder.



Loading the Fi lm in the Roll-Fi lm Holder

1. Open the back cover of the roll-film
holder.

Whi le  ho ld ing down the ro l l - f i lm ho lder 's  back
cover lock release button @, push the back cover
button @ in tne direction of the arrow to open the
back cover.

2.Take out the roll-fi lm insert.
While holding the roll-film insert's release latches
@ with two sides with your f ingers, pul l  out the
rol l{ i lm insert.

3. Set the film type (12O or 220).
While pushing the roll-film insert's 1201220 pres-
sure button @ switching shaft, set the type of the
film used by lifting and turning the pressure plate.

*Be sure to align the lock pins with the holes
on the pressure plate. The film type should
be displayed when the film is loaded on the
roll-film holder.

o
@

@ n
(/ /

When the pressure plate (12O122O) is set erroneously:
Plate Sefting Loaded Film Result

120 22Olype
.lnaccurate focusing.
.Film windinq after 16 exoosures.

220 120 type

.lnaccurate focusing.

.After the 16th exposure has been made, the shutter is released a few
times until the fi lm's leader paper has run out. Hereafter, the exposure
counter in the LCD panel turns off and the shutter cannot be released any
more.

.The film's seal or the end of the leader paper could damage the shutter
membrane.
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4. Attach an empty spool to the roll-
f i lm insert.

Flip the roll-film insert's lower spool clip "SPL" away
from the spool, fit an empty spool between take-
up spool studs €, and return the spool clip "SPL"
to the original posit ion.

5. Set the f i lm.
Flip the rol l{ i lm insert 's upper spool cl ip "FlLM"
away from the spool, fit a roll of film as shown in
the i l lustrat ion, and return the spool cl ip "FILM"
to the original posit ion.

6. Attach the leader paper of the film
to the empty spool.

Gently pul l  out some of the leader paper, insert
the tip of the leader paper into the take-up slot of
the empty spool, and rotate the spool a few times
to wrap the leader tape around it.

Film path



7. Attach the roll-fi lm insert with the
fi lm onto the rol l- f i lm holder

While holding the roll-film insert's release latches
G) from the left and right with your fingers, fit the
rol l- f i lm insert into the f i lm chamber of the cam-
era body as shown in the illustration. Then push
in the sections indicated by the arrows on the both
sides;the claws on the two sides are opened, and
two click sounds will be generated to indicate that
the rol l j i lm insert is locked.

*mafe sure that the claws on the two sides of the roll-film insert are engaged
tightly with the roll-film insert. lf one of them is not engaged, shake the roll-film
holder while pushing down the projection @ on the non-engaged claw until a
click sound is generated to indicate correct locking of the roll-film insert.

8. Close the back cover.
Push in the upper part of the back cover firmly to
close it.
9. After attaching the roll{ilm holder onto the cam-
era body, pul l  out the dark sl ide and press the
shutter button halfway;this will feed the film auto-
matically to frame No. 1.

*lt is not required to align the film start mark, for the roll-film holder will automati-
cally detect film frame No. 1 from any position.

*When the roll-film holder is mounted on the camera body, the mirror and shutter
which has been freed will be set in position.

*Do not wrap too much film around the empty spool. Otherwise the film section
may be exposed to light.

*When the roll-film holder is separated from the camera, the power save mode is
activated in 5 seconds after the start of stand-alone operation and the LCD panel
turns off.To release the power save mode and turn on the LCD panel, press the
O (up) button.

*To prevent accidental film exposure, do not pull out the leader paper too much
or load/unload film under direct sunlight.

*When the film is not wound properly, the counter display disappears and the "- -
" mark appears.
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Shutter Release Button/Holding the Camera

Shutter Release Button

The shutter release button has a two-step action, having more tension after it is pressed

in part way. When pressed lightly it stops at a certain point. In this manual this position

is cal led the "half-press" posit ion.
When half-pressed, the power turns on and the camera becomes functional.

Half-press Release position

Holding the Camera

Horizontal Vertical

Grasp the camera f irmly when taking photos. l f  the camera moves the moment the
shutter is released, the picture will be out of focus.

*Grasp the grip firmly, tuck in both elbows and support the bottom of the camera
with your left hand.

*When the shutter speed is slow and when using the self timer, it is best to use a
tripod and cable release or electromagnetic cable release (sold separately).



Taking Photos in the Full Automatic Mode

1. Set the shutter release mode selector lever to "S"
(single-frame advance mode).

There are two shutter release modes: "S" (single-
frame advance mode) and "C" (continuous ad-
vance mode). (See page 45.)
When set to "L", the power turns off.

2. Set the focus mode selector lever to "S" (single
focus mode).

There are three focus modes: "S" (single focus
mode) ,  "C" (cont inuous focus mode) and "M"
(manual focus mode).

Focus mode Focusinq

S Single focus
mode

Half-press the shutter release button to focus. When the focus mark lights,
the focus is fixed and the shutter can be released. (See page 29.)

c Continuous
focus mode

Focusing is performed continuously while the shutter release button is
half-pressed. The shutter can be released regardless of whether or not
the focus mark is lit. (See page 29.)

M Manual focus
mode Focus manually. (See page 30.)
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3. Set the exposure mode setting dial to "P" (program
auto exposure).

There are four exposure modes: "P" (program
AE), "Av" (aperture priority AE), "Tv" (shutter pri-
ori ty AE) and "M" (manual mode).

4. Set the exposure metering mode selector lever to
"A-S" (average/spot auto switching).

There are three exposure metering modes: "4"
in which the average light of the entire picture is
measured with emphasis on the center of the pic-
ture, "S" in which the l ight in a spot at the center
of the picture is measured, and "A-S" which com-
bines these two to automatically switch the mode
according to the extent of difference between the
brightness of the light metered in the two modes
and sets the distr ibution rat io of the exposure
metering modes within an intermediate range.
(See page 43.)

Exposure mode Features

P Program AE

The aperture and shutter speed are determined automatically according to the shooting
conditions This mode is best suited for general photography, since it allows you to con-
centrate on the shooting. The =1 0 EV shutter speed can be adjusted by shift ing the
program. (See page 36.)

Av Aperture
priority AE

Set the desired aperture and the camera selects the optimum shutter speed accordingly.
Use this to create effects using the aperture, for example when taking portraits or land-
scapes. (See page 37.)

Tv
Shutter
priority AE

Set the desired shutter speed and the camera selects the optimum aperture accordingly.
Use this to create effects using the shutter speed, for example when shooting sporting
events. (See page 38 )

M Manual mode Set this mode when you want to use special combinations of the aperture and shutter
speed (See page 39.)



2.

5. Focus.

1. Position the camera so that the subject is within the focus frame i

Half-press the shutter release button.
The focus is adjusted automatically.

Focus mark O Lit"""The picture is focused.

3. When O lights, press the shutter release button to start shooting.

Defocusing Marks

be released.
Either press the shutter release button again to
adjust the focus or move the camera to change the
position of the focus frame.
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6. Unloading the Film After Exposure
When the fixed number of exposures have been taken, the camera automatically takes

::;|" 
film till the end and stops. The LCD panel on the roll{ilm holder should display End

1. Open the back cover.
Whi le  ho ld ing down the ro l l - f i lm ho lder 's  back
cover lock release button @, push the back cover
release button @ to open the back cover.

2. Remove the roll-fi lm insert.
Hold the release latches @ of the roll-film insert
in the f i lm chamber from the left  and r ight with
your fingers, take the roll{ilm insert out.

3. Unload the f i lm.
Flip the roll{ilm clip's spool clip "SPL" away from
the spool, and take out the film roll.

4. Fasten the film with a sticker.
After unloading the film roll, attach the provided
sticker onto it to prevent slacking.

*Move the empty spool from the top to the lower (take-up) compartment, ready
for loading the next film roll.

Precautions for Fi lm Unloading
IDo not unload an exposed f i lm in direct sunl ight.
IThe exposed f i lm should promptly be put in a l ight- insulat ing bag or box and

sent to the development process as soon as possible.

lNever remove the rol l- f i lm holder from the camera body in the middle of f i lm
winding. Otherwise malfunction wil l  result.



Removing the film during shooting/Camera Operation Test

Removing the f i lm during shooting

To remove the film roll before the end of film, in-
sert the dark slide in the roll{ilm holder and press
the shutter button and force film advance button
simultaneously. This causes the film to be taken
up t i l l  the end and the LCD panel shows "End".

1. Remove the Dark Slide from the roll-film holder.

2. Open the rol l  f i lm holder's rear l id.

3. Set the shutter release mode selector lever to
"S" and release the shutter.

Camera Operation Test
The operation of the camera can be tested with no film loaded.
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This carnera is equipped with aTTL phase difference detection
type auto focus function. When the brightness or contrast is
low and i t  is dif f icult  to focus, a supplemental infrared l ight is
emitted automatically. Set the focus mode selector lever to "S"
(single focus mode) or "C" (continuous focus mode).



Single Focus Mode (S)

Continuous Focus Mode (C)

This mode uses the focus priori ty mechanism.
The shutter can be released when the focus mark
in the viewfinder is lit. This mode is suited for stil l
subjects. The focus is locked when tfre O focus
mark lights on the viewfinder's liquid crystal dis-
play panel.

*The shutter cannot be released if the sub-
ject is not in focus (if the O focus mark does
not light).

*To take another photo with a different com-
position, release your finger from the shut-
ter release button then press the shutter
release button again.

This mode uses the release priority mechanism.
The shutter can be released regardless of whether
tne O focus mark on the viewfinder's liquid crys-
tal display panel is lit. The focus is adjusted con-
tinuously while the shutter release button is half-
pressed. This mode is suited for moving subjects.

*tne focus is not locked even if the O focus
mark is lit.

*tne shutter can be released even if the O
focus mark is not lit.
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Manual Focus Mode (M)
The auto focus function can be turned otf so the focus can be adjusted manually'

1. Set the focus mode selector lever

to "M" (manual focus mode).
Turn the focus mode selector lever and set it to

"M" (manual focus mode). l'ffiI appears on the

external liquid crystal display panel'

2. Adjust the focus.
Turn the lens distance ring G) and adjust the fo-

cus to the subject. When the subject is in focus,

tne O focus mark lights on the viewfinder's liquid

crystal disPlaY Panel.

Eii
w P Fl.i:i



Focusing using the focus mark
With this camera, a focus mark O ligfrts on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display panel
when the picture is in focus. With the shutter release button half-pressed, turn the lens
distance ring to focus on the subject. When the subject is in focus, tfre O focus mark
lights on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display panel.
lf > is lit on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display panel, the camera is focused on a point
behind the object. lf { is l it, the camera is focused on a point in front of the object.

In focus

Turn the lens distance ring clockwise.

Turn the lens distance ring counterclockwise.

*Use this procedure when shooting in the manual focus mode and when using
the M645 lenses. This procedure can be used when the lens brightness is F5.6
or brighter.
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Subjects With Which Auto Focusing May NotWork

The auto focus function uses the subject's contrasts. Auto focusing may not be possible

with the types of subjects described below. lf this is the case, either switch to the manual

focus mode and focus manually or point the camera at an object the same distance as

the object you want to photograph, lock the focus using the focus lock mechanism, then

take the picture.

q
A,K

O Wnen differences between light
and shade are not  c lear  (b lue
skies, white walls and other ob-
jects with no contrast)

O Subjects wi th cont inuous re-
peated patterns (building exte-
r iors, bl inds, etc.)

O When there are two or  more
objects at dif ferent distances
within the focus frame i I (ani-
mals in cages, etc.)

@ Arightly shining subiects l ike
the sun or light sources or ob-
jects in which these are re-
flected (car bodies, water sur-
faces, etc.)

O Wnen the object on which you want to focus is far smaller than the focus

f rame

I
= - i

t - -

l l



Using the Focus Lock Function

lf the object on which you want to focus is not in the focus frame i ], the camera fo-
cuses on the background at the middle. In such cases use the focus lock mechanism to
lock the focus before taking the picture.

1. Set the focus mode selector lever
to  t tSt t .

Put the object on which you want to focus in the
focus frame i ]  and half-press the shutter re-
lease button. The O focus mark l ights and the
focus is locked.

2. Change the composit ion.
With the shutter release button half-pressed, move
the camera to achieve the desired composition,
then release the shutter.

+
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AF Supplemental Infrared Light

When the subject is dark or the contrast is low
and the camera is having trouble focusing auto-
matically, a red lamp may light on the front of the
camera when the shutter release button is half-
pressed. This is a supplemental l ight that assists
the camera's auto focus function.

*The AF supplemental infrared light is only emitted when the focus mode is set
to "S" (single focus mode).

*The AF supplemental infrared light's reach is limited. lt does not reach distant
subjects.
Range: 9 meters (when using an 80mm t12.8lens)



This camera offers you a selection of four exposure modes -
program AE (automatic exposure), aperture priority AE, shutter
priority AE and the manual mode - so you can set the exposure
according to the subject and your intentions.
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Program AE (P)
The aperture and shutter speed are determined automatically according to the shooting
condit ions, sett ing the camera to the optimum exposure. This mode is best suited for
general photography, since it allows you to concentrate on the shooting.

Turn the exposure mode setting dial and set it to
"P" (program AE).

*ln the "X" exposLtre mode the lock function
is activated. Press the exposure mode dial
lock release button while turning the expo-
sure mode setting dial.

Shifting the Program
Use "PL" to take subjects with depth (landscapes, etc.), "PH" to take moving subjects with
a high shutter sped.

Turn the front or rear dial to shift the shutter speed
between the +1.0 EV high speed side "PH" and
-1.0 EV low speed side "PL".

Pl= Program Low / slower (low) shutter speeds
Pn= Program High / faster (high) shutter speeds

*lf  the aperture f lashes on the display when the program is shif ted, the proper
exposure cannot be achieved.

*Tne aperture changes when the program is shifted.



Aperture Priority AE
Set the desired aperture and the camera selects the optimum shutter speed accordingly.
Use this to create effects using the aperture, for example when taking portraits or land-
scapes.

1. Turn the exposure mode setting dialand set it
to "Av" (aperture priority AE).

*ln the "X" exposure mode the lock function
is activated. Press the exposure mode dial
lock release button while turning the expo-
sure mode setting dial.

2. Turn the front or rear dial to set the desired
aperture.
The value changes in 1/2 steps.

*When photographing objects that are too bright or too dark, the shutter speed
value flashes to warn you of this. The proper exposure cannot be achieved as
such. Change the aperture so that the shutter speed value stops flashing, re-
maining l i t .
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Shutter Priority AE
Set the desired shutter speed and the camera selects the optimum aperture accordingly.
Use this to create effects using the shutter speed, for example when shooting sporting
events.

1. Turn the exposure mode setting dial and set it
to "Tv" (shutter priority AE).

*ln the "X" exposure mode the lock function
is activated. Press the exposure mode dial
lock release button while turning the expo-
sure mode setting dial.

2. Turn the front or rear dial to set the desired
shutter speed.
The speed changes in 1/2 steps.

*Wtren photographing objects that are too bright or too dark, the aperture flashes
to warn you of this. The proper exposure cannot be achieved as such. Change
the shutter speed so that the aperture stops flashing, remaining lit.

iEi';i
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Manual Mode (M)
Set this mode when you want to use special combinations of the aperture and shutter
speed and when you want to take photographs using the values measured with an inde-
pendent exposure meter.

1. Turn the exposure mode setting dialand set it
to "M" (manual mode).

*ln the "X" exposure mode the lock function
is activated. Press the exposure mode dial
lock release button while turning the expo-
sure mode setting dial.

2. Turn the rear dial to set the desired aperture.
The aperture changes in 1/2 steps.

3. Turn the front dial to set the desired shutter
speed.
The speed changes in 1/2 steps.

4.  When the shut ter  re lease but ton is  ha l f -
pressed, the difference between the setting and
t h e  m e a s u r e d  v a l u e  i s  d i s p l a y e d  o n  t h e
viewfinder's liquid crystaldisplay panel. The value
is displayed in 113 steps within a range of +6 EV.

*For examplel'+Z.3" indicates *4 gV "-5.7'
indicates -€eV.

*lf the setting and the measured value are
the same, the difference is not displayed on
the vievyfinder's liquid crystal display panel.
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*lf the difference between the setting and the measured value is greater than 6
EV "-u-" (under) or "-o-" (over) flashes on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display
panel.

*Exposure compensation cannot be used while in the manual mode.
*When the difference between the setting and the measured value is displayed

on the viewfinder's l iquid crystal display panel while in the manual mode and
the exposure compensation dial is set to a posit ion other than "0", the value
displayed is the difference between the setting and measured value plus the
exposure compensation value.
(see page 53-54 forTime Mode"T")
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Exposure Metering

There are three exposure metering modes: "A" in which the average
light of the entire picture is measured with emphasis on the center of
the picture, "S" in which the light in a spot at the center of the picture

is measured, and "A-S" which combines these two to automatical ly
switch the mode according to the extent of difference between the
brightness of the light metered in the two modes and sets the distri-
bution ratio of the exposure metering modes within an intermediate
range.



Average Exposure Metering Mode (A)
(Set the exposure metering mode selector lever to "A".)

The average light 0f the entire picture is measured,
with emphasis on the center of the picture.

Spot Exposure Metering Mode (S)
(Set the exposure metering mode selector lever to "S".)

The light in the circle at the center of the picture
is measured to determine the exposure.  This
mode is suited for subjects in which contrasts are
strong and when you want to measure the light of
certain section of the picture. When the spot you
want to measure is not at the center of the pic-
ture, use the AE lock function.(see page 55 AE
Lock Mode)

Average/Spot Auto Switching Exposure Metering Mode (A-S AUTO)
(Set the exposure metering mode selector lever to "A-S".)

With the average/spot automatic switching exposure
metering mode, average or spot exposure metering is
selected automatically according to the conditions of
the subject and the appropriate exposure is set accord-
ingly.
The spot mode is selected automatically when the
brightness within the measured range is lower than the
brightness of the overall picture by about 1.5 EV or
greater, and the average mode is selected when the
spot exposure metering value is the same or brighter
than the average value. When the difference between
the spot value and average value is between 0.75 and
1.5 EV the appropriate exposure is achieved at an in-
termediate value.

lwhen using a polarizing filter, use a circular polarizing filter.www.butkus.us



Exposure Compensation

lf there is a great difference in the brightness of the subject and that of the background,
the resulting photograph may be underexposed or overexposed, depending on the con-
ditions of the subject (whether the overall picture is black or white, etc.). lf this happens,
use the exposure compensation function. Exposure compensation can also be used
when you want to create overexposed or underexposed pictures intentionally.

Turn the exposure compensation dial while press-
ing the exposure compensation dial lock release
button @ located next to the viewfinder. The ex-
posure can be adjusted within a range of +3 EV
in 1/3 steps.
Be sure to set the exposure compensation dial
back to the "0" position once you are finished tak-
ing photos with exposure compensation.

D i s p l a y  o f  t h e  e x p o s u r e  c o m p e n s a t i o n  o n  t h e
viewfinder's l iquid crystal display panel

Exposure mode Exposure compensation disPlay

P Program AE

The setting is displayed.Av Aperture priority AE

Tv Shutter priority AE

M Manual mode
The difference between the metered value and
the set exposure value is displayed. The ex-
posure compensation function cannot be used.

x Synchro mode Not displayed.
T Time mode



Singfe-Frame Mode/Continuous Mode

Single-Frame Mode
The film is advanced one frame at a time each time the shutter release button is pressed.

Set the shutter release mode selector lever to "S"

Continuous Mode
Photographs are taken continuouslyas long as the shutter release button is pressed.

Set the shutter release mode selector lever to "C".
Photographs are taken continuously at a rate of
about 1 .2 frames per second.
lf you reach the end of the fi lm when shooting in
the continuous mode, "End" flashes on the exter-
nal l iquid crystal display panel.
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The mode setting button can be used to set three modes: the

auto bracketing mode, the multiple exposure mode and the self

t imer mode.



Auto Bracketing Mode

Use this mode for subjects with which it is difficult to determine the proper exposure
compensation value. With auto bracketing, three frames are taken successively with
different exposures set automatically (overexposure, standard and underexposure).

1. Turn the mode setting dial and select "pu, uAv,'

or "Tv".

2. Press the mode setting button G) once to set
the auto bracketing mode.
The auto bracketing markala and the init ialset-
ting 0.3 appear on the external liquid crystal dis-
play panel.

3. Turn the front or rear dial to set the exposure
compensation steps.
When the dial is turned, the exposure compen-
sation step switches between 1/3,112,2/3 and 1
(displayed 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0). The sett ing is
registered after 5 seconds or when another key
is pressed.

4. Press the shutter release button. Three pho-
tos are taken successively.
The photos are taken with overexposure, stan-
dard exposure and underexposure, in that order.

'tThe auto bracketing mode is automatically canceled once the three photos are
taken.

*When the shutter release mode selector lever is set to "lJ'(power off), all the
settings aside from the selected mode are reset to the default values.

'11.1^"
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Automatic exposure operation in the auto bracketing mode

Exposure mode Operation

P Program AE The shutter speed changes.

Av Aperture priority AE The shutter speed changes.

Tv Shutter priority AE The aperture changes.

*ln the auto bracketing mode, three photos are taken in succession. Be sure to

fix the camera in place, for example by using a tripod.

*ff tnere are fewer than three frames left on the film, when the auto bracketing is

set and the shutter release button is pressed, the shutter is not released, "-no'

atr" tlashes on the external liquid crystal display panel and the auto bracketing

is automatically canceled.
*When the shutter release mode is set to "C" (continuous advance mode), three

photos are taken continuously as long as the shutter release button is pressed.

*To cancel the auto bracketing mode, press the mode setting button @ three

times. The auto bracketing mode is canceled and the camera is reset to the

normal shooting mode.

ft



Multiple Exposure Mode

With the multiple exposure mode, the same frame of film can be exposed multiple times.

1. Press the mode setting button @ twice to set
the multiple exposure mode.
The mult iple exposure mode mark 6 and the
number of additional exposures ("1" at first) ap-
pear on the external liquid crystal display panel.

2. Turn the front or rear dial to set the number of
additional exposures.
The number of additional exposures can be set
between 1 and 5. The setting is registered after 5
seconds.

*For example, when the number of additional
exposures is set lo"?",the same frame of
film will be exposed three times, after which
the film is advanced.

3. Press the shutter release button. The current
frame is exposed multiple times.
The multiple exposure mode is canceled automati-
cally once the set number of additionalexposures
have been taken.

*the multiple exposure mode mark 6 is displayed on the external liquid crystal
display panel during the multiple exposure mode.

*Ttre same frame is exposed multiple times, so exposure compensation may be
required according to the subject and background.

*To check the number of additional exposures remaining during the multiple ex-
posure mode, press the mode setting button 6 once. The remaining number of
additional exposures is displayed on the external liquid crystal display panet.

*lt you wish to make more than 5 additional exposures, the number of additional
exposures can be incremented during the multiple exposure mode by pressing
the mode setting button @ and turning the front or rear dial.

*When the shutter release mode is set to "C" (continuous advance mode), once
the set number of additional exposures have been taken,"End" appears on the
external liquid crystal display panel and the camera is reset to the normal shoot-
ing mode.

*To cancel the multiple exposure mode, press the mode setting button @ twice.
The multiple exposure mode is canceled and the camera is reset to the normal
shooting mode.

*When the shutter release mode selector lever is set to "lJ'(power off), all the
settings aside from the selected mode are reset to the default values.www.butkus.us



Canceling the Mult ipleExposure Mode

To cancelthe mult iple exposure mode before al l
the additional exposures have been taken, with
the pul l-out l id removed, half-press the shutter
release button while pressing the rollfilm holder's
manualf i lm advance button @.

*Wnen the roll film holder is removed while in the multiple exposure mode, "-no-

[=" flashes on the external liquid crystal display panel, the display returns to
normal after 3 seconds and the multiple exposure mode is canceled, but the
camera continues to be in the multiple exposure mode when the roll film holder
is reattached. (The multiple exposure continue mode mark "rEr" is displayed on
the external liquid crystal display panel.)
To cancelthe multiple exposure mode, with the dark slide removed, half-press
the shutter release button while pressing the rollfilm holder's manual film ad-
vance button @.

w



Self Timer Mode

With this function, the shutter is released 10 seconds after the shutter release button is
pressed. The self timer lamp flashes slowly for the first 7 seconds, then flashes quickly
for the last 3 seconds before the shutter is released. Use this function to take group
photos or to photograph yourself.

1. Fix the camera to a tr ipod.

2. Press the mode setting button @ three times
to set the self timer mode.
The self  t imer mark g and the init ial  sett ing (10
for 10 seconds) are displayed on the external liq-
uid crystal display panel.

3. The number of seconds before the shutter is
released can be changed by turning the front or
rear dial. The number of seconds can be set be-
tween 3 and 60, in steps of 1 second from 3 to 10
seconds, in steps of 10 seconds from 10 to 60.
The setting is registered after 5 seconds.

4. Looking through the viewfinder, determine the
composition, check that the focus is set properly,
then press the shutter release button. The shut-
ter is released after the set number of seconds.

* To cancel the self timer mode after pressing the shutter release buttgn, either
press the mode setting button @ or turn the exposure mode setting dial. Chang-
ing the exposure mode does not change the set self timer operating time.

*lf there is a bright light source behind the camera or if the shutter release button
is pressed without looking through the viewfinder, light enters the viewfinder's
eyepiece, affecting exposure metering. Turn the eyepiece shutter open/close
dial to close the eyepiece shutter.

*When the shutter release mode is set to "C" (continuous advance mode), the
self timer mode can be used to take photos at intervals of 3 to 60 seconds while
the shutter release button is pressed.

*To cancel the self timer mode, press the mode setting button @ once. The self
timer mode is canceled and the camera is reset to the normal shooting mode.

*When the shutter release mode selector lever is set to "L" (power off), all the
settings aside from the selected mode are reset to the default values.
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Extended Exposure Mod€s leuro andrime Modes)

To expose the film for extended times (over 30 seconds), set the shutter speed to the
bulb or t ime mode.

Bulb Mode
1. Turn the exposure mode setting dialand set it
to "M" (manual mode).

2. TUrn the front dial to select "bulb', ,  then turn
the rear dialto set the aperture.

3. Determine the composition, focus, then take
the picture. The shutter remains open as long as
the shutter release button is pressed.

*The bulb mode uses electronic control, so the batteries are in constant use dur-
ing the entire exposure.

Time Mode
The time mode uses mechanical control, so it is best suited for extended exposures.

1. Turn the exposure mode setting dial and set it
to "T" (time mode).

2. Turn the front or rear dial to set the aperture.

3. Press the shutter release button. Determine
the composit ion, focus, then press the shutter
release button. The shutter opens.

4. Once you have achieved the desired exposure, turn the exposure mode setting dialto
"X". The time exposure mode is canceled and the shutter closes.
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*To prevent the camera from moving, use
both an electromagnetic cable release (sold
separately) and a triPod.

*Wnen the BL button @ is pressed, the ex-
ternal l iquid crystal display panel and the
roll film holder's liquid crystal display panel
light for about 10 seconds. This makes the
liquid crystal display panels easier to view
in dark places, for example when photo-
graphing night views.

*ln the "X" exposure mode the lock function
is activated. To set a different mode, press
the exposure mode dial lock release button

@ while turning the exposure mode setting
d ia l .

This camera is equipped with a function which turns off the external liquid crystal

display panel and sets the camera to the low power consumption mode in order to

prevent the batteries from wearing out when the camera is not operated for a

specific amount of time.
l f  when shooting in the T (t ime) mode with a t ime of over 30 seconds and the

external liquid crystal display panel has turned off and the low power consumption

mode been set, when the exposure mode setting dial is turned to "X" to cancel the

T (time) mode, only the shutter closes, the mirror remains up, and the mirror and

shutter are not set.
Either set the exposure mode setting dial to "M" or set it back to "T" before setting

it to "X". When this is done, the mirror and shutter are Set. When the superimpose

mode is set, the shooting mode is superimposed as "M" or "X".

When the T (t ime) shooting t ime has exceeded 30 seconds, the l iquid crystal

display has turned off and the low power consumption mode has been set, half-

press ihe shutter release button, then press a button (@, @, @, etc.) to turn on

the external liquid crystal display panel before setting the exposure mode setting

dial to "X". When the superimpose mode is set, the shooting mode is superim-
posed as "X".



AE Lock Mode

when the AEL button @ is pressed, the exposure is locked to the value metered at that
time' Use this when the object you want to use for exposure metering and the object onwhich you want to focus are different or when you want to take continuous photographs
without changing the exposure.

1. Set the shutter release mode selector lever torrsr.

2. Turn the exposure mode sett ing dial and se_
lect "P", "Av" or "Tv".

3. Focus on the object you want to use for expo_
sure metering, then with the shutter release but_
ton half-pressed press the AEL button @ once
on the rear  o f  the gr ip .  [  ]  appears  on the
viewfinder's l iquid crystal display panel, indicat_
ing that the exposure is locked.

4.  Wi th  the shut ter  re lease but ton s t i l l  ha l f_
pressed, aim the camera to achieve the desired
composition, then release the shutter.

*When the shutter release mode is set to,,S,,
(single-frame advance mode), the AE lock
mode is canceled when the shutter release
button is pressed. lf you wish to take a se-
r ies of photos using the AE lock function.

button is half-pressed.
*When the AEL button @ is pressed in, the

difference between the metered exposure
and exposure with the new composition is
displayed on the viewfinder's liquid crystal
display panel.

*The AE lock mode is canceled 5 seconds
after the AEL button @ was pressed.

t
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*lt tne difference between the set value and the metered value exceeds 6EV, "-u-

" (under) or "-E-" (over) flashes on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display panel.

After sett ing the AE lock mode, the front or rear dial can be used to change the
aperture and shutter speed without changing the exposure set with the AE lock
function.
When the exposure mode is set to "P" (program AE), turning one of the dials shifts
the program between PH and Pr-. When the exposure mode is set to "Av" (aper-
ture priori ty AE) or "Tv" (shutter priori ty AE), turning one of the dials changes the
shutter speed or aperture changes, respectively.

*The exposure compensation dial also changes in the same way.

When the distance to the subiect differs
1. First point the camera at the object you want to use for exposure metering, half-press
the shutter release button, then press and hold in the AEL button @.
2. Point the camera to achieve the desired composition, half-press the shutter release
button again to refocus, then release the shutter.



Taking Photos with the Mirror Up

When the mirror is raised, only the shutter operates when taking photographs. Use this
when you want to avoid even the slightest shocks, for example when taking photos with
a slow shutter speed using a tripod, with a telescopic lens, for close-ups, reproductions,
etc.
Neither the auto focus mechanism nor the exposure metering mechanism function when
the mirror is raised. Set the focus and exposure compensation before raising the mirror. To
prevent the camera from moving, use both an electromagnetic cable relea-se (sold sepa-
rately) and a tripod. Instructions for use of electromagnetic cable release on page 7g.

Using auto focus and auto exposure
1. Turn the focus mode selector lever and set it to,,s,r.

2- Turn the exposure mode setting dial and set it
to "P", "Av" or "Tvt'.
Look through the vieMinder, determine the focus,
composition and exposure, then half-press the
shutter release button. (Use the electromagnetic
cable release (sold separately) and cabre release
(to maintain the half-pressed status.)

3. Press the AEL button.
When the AEL button is pressed, the AE lock mark
t 1 appears on the viewfinder's l iquid crystal
display panel. Turn the body's mirror up lever to-
wards M.UP until it stops to raise the mirror.

4. Press the shutter release button to take the
photo.

L J
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*lfter taking a photograph with the mirror up, when the shutter release button is

pressed "-no-FE" flashes on the external l iquid crystal display panel and the

shutter is locked.
*to cancel the AE lock mode, press the AEL button again.

*Leaving the mirror up for long periods of time can result in fogging. After taking

a photograph with the mirror up, be sure to set the mirror up lever back to its

original posit ion.
*tne mirror up lever does not work when no lens is mounted on the body.

*tne lens cannot be removed when the mirror is up.

ln the manual mode
1. Turn the focus mode selector lever, select "M"

then turn the lens distance ring to focus.

2. Set the exposure mode setting dial to "M", then
use the front and rear dials to set the measured
shutter speed and aPerture.

3. Turn the body's mirror up lever towards "M.UP"

until it stops to raise the mirror, then press the
shutter release button to take the photo.

l l f  the lens is pointed at the sun with the mirror turned up and left  l ike this, the

sunlight entering from the lens may focus on the shutter membrane and burn it.



Subiect Depth

Objects within a certain range of distance near the distance on which the camera is
focused can also be seen clearly. This range is called the subject depth. The smaller the
lens aperture, the greater the subject depth, and the greater the aperture, the smaller
the subject depth. A pair of aperture values are displayed on the subject depth scale.
The distance between these aperture values expresses the subject depth.

When the aperture is large
(the subject depth is small) \ . /

[^:"1,'f,ffi%Tlil1JT,[3i ag

)r'1lUf tlt,t ),
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Infrared Photography

When taking photos using infrared f i lm, the posit ion at which the subject is in focus is
slightly different from during normal photography. This is because the infrared rays have
a longer wavelength and the image converges further back than normal. Use the proce-
dure described below when taking photos using infrared film.

1. Set the focus as usual. Find the point on the distance scale matching the subject
depth scale's central index.

2. Set the focus mode selector lever to "M" (manual focus mode). Turn the distance ring
and set the distance scale to the above infrared index.

1.2 2
ft
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*Use a red filter when taking photos using infrared film.
*ge sure to read the infrared film's usage instructions.



Flash Photography

The flash TTL direct control mechanism has a function using a sensor to automatically
control the intensity of the f lash, and can be used in combination with a Metz f lash
SCA3951 adapter (sold separately). This mechanism enables various types of f lash
photography, including daytime synchro. The synchronizing speed is 1/125 seconds.

1. Mount the SCA3951 adapter onto the Metz
flash, insert fully into the camera's hot shoe, the
tighten with the fixing knob @.

2. Set the exposure mode, then check the shutter speed and aperture.

*With TTL flash photography, the reflection of the flash is metered and the inten-
sity of the flash is adjusted automatically, so TTL flash photography is not nec-
essarily suited to all conditions. In the cases described below, we recommend
that you use a flash meter to check the intensity of the flash or to use a manual
f lash.

For example:
(1) When the size of the subject you want to light with the flash is relatively small within

the picture
(21 When the background behind the subject is extremely bright or when there is a

strongly reflective object in the background
(3) When the background behind the subject is extremely dark (outdoors at night, etc.)
(4) For flash photography with a narrow latitude film

Exposure mode Shutter speed Aperture
P Program AE Automatically set by camera at11250 sec. or less Automatically set by camera

Av Aperture priority AE Automatically set by camera at11250 sec. or less Any aperture

Tv Shutter priority AE 1/125 to 30 sec.
(Be sure to set to under 1/125sec.) Automatically set by camera

M Manual mode 1/125 to 30 sec. - bulb
(Be sure to set to under 1/125 sec.) Any aperture

x Synchro mode 1/125 sec. Any aperture
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Metz Flash SCA3951 System Functions

Charg ing  comple ted  ind ica tor  in
viewfinder

When charging of the flash is completed, a charging com-
pleted mark lights on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display
panel.

Automatic setting of flash synchroniz-
ing speed

When the exposure mode is set to "Av" (aperture priority
AE) or"P" (program AE), the shutter speed is set to 11125
sec. or less when charging of the flash is completed.

Automatic viewfinder
(functions when the flash mode is set

to the TTL mode/external auto mode)

The flash charge mark f flashes after the shutter is released
to indicate that the flash was emitted properly.

Auto zoom control The power zoom reflector is linked to the lens focal length.
(Excluding the 322-2)

Emission of AF supplemental light When the focus mode is set to "S", the supplemental light is
emitted automatically when the brightness is low. (Exclud-
ing the 322-2)

Display of flash range (distance) Displayed on the flash's liquid crystal display panel. (Ex-
cluding the 32MZ-3 and 32Z-2)

Program auto shooting When the exposure mode is set to n'P" (program AE) and
charging of the f lash is completed, a charging completed
mark lights on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display panel
and the shutter speed is set to 1/125 sec. or less.

Others The film sensitivity data, exposure compensation data and
aperture data is sent from the camera to the flash.

*When the f lash's o.k lamp is l i t ,  wait unti l  the lamp turns off before taking the
photo.

*to use the guide number indicated on the flash fully, emit the flash several sec-
onds after the charging completed indicator lights.

*Cautions on using instant f i lm
Instant fi lm (Polaroid 100-600 series and Fuji FP series), has a lower reflection
rate than regutar f i lm. Exposure compensation is necessary when using the

flash in the TTL mode.
In general, set the exposure compensation to about 1 or 1 113 EV on the minus

side.



Flash Photography with Flashes other than Mecablitz
Flashes

1. Mount the flash onto the camera.
When connecting a flash with electric contacts
other than X contacts to the flash's hot shoe or
when connecting a flash other than a hot shoe
type f lash,  connect  the synchro cord to the
camera's synchro terminal.
(See note below about flashes designed exclu-
sively for other camera makes.)

*Remove the rubber cover when connecting the synchro cord.
After shooting, be sure to attach the rubber cover in order to protect the syn-
chro terminal's contacts.

2. Turn the exposure mode setting dial and set it to "X" (1/125 sec.) or"M" (manual).
When "M" (manual) is selected, turn the front dial and set the shutter speed to 1/125 sec.
or less.

3. Turn the rear dial to set the aperture, then take the picture.

*This camera's synchro contact is an X contact.
*Using flashes designed exclusively for other makes of cameras may damage

the camera's internal mechanisms.
*When using flashes with a flash time of 1/5OO sec. or longer, set the shutter

speed to 1/30 sec. or less.
*When using MF or M grade flash bulbs, set the shutter speed to 1/30 sec. or less

for MF grade flash bulbs, 1115 sec. or less for M grade flash bulbs.
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Preview Fu nction/Eyepiece Sh utter

Preview Function

When the preview button is pressed in, the subject depth (the range in which the picture

is in focus) for the aperture set by the camera can be checked in the viewfinder.

After focusing, press in the preview
button.
When using auto focus, the aperture is set to the
displayed aperture while the button is pressed and
the focus is locked.

Eyepiece Shutter

Use this when there is a strong l ight source behind the camera or when pressing the

shutter release button without looking through the viewfinder.

Turn the eyepiece shutter open/close
dial in the direction of the arrow.



Changing The Focusing Screen

1. Remove the lens.

2. Slide the Focusing Screen Release Lever 6,
as illustrated, to the left with the tweezers to let
be Focusing Screen down.

3. Remove the Focusing Screen from the Focus-
ing Screen Frame by grasping the tab on the edge
of the screen with tweezers as illustrated.

4. In case of attaching, insert your desired Fo-
cusing Screen to the Focusing Screen Frame
properly and then raise the frame until it clicks.

Caution
*Since the Focusing Screens'surfaces are soft and easily damaged, handle them

carefully.
*Never touch the surface with bare fingers. Shoutd dust settle on it, merely blow

away by using a blower.
*Wnen cleaning fingerprints on the Focusing Screen, wipe it off by using cloth

with light amount of ether or benzene. Do not rub the screen. Since the Focus-
ing screen is made of Plastic, petroleum based solvents may damage it.
Do not use solvents such as ketone and thinner.
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Using the M645 Lenses

When using the M645 lenses, mount the exclusive viewfinder screen #314474 (sold

separately) and set the focus mode to "M" (manual) to enable shooting with stop down

metering.

1. Mount the M645 lens to the body, set the focus, then set the lens'fuM lever to "M".

The focus can also be set using the focus mark.

2. Select the exposure mode and set the desired lens aperture.

3. Half-press the shutter release button. The shutter speed is displayed.

Focus mode
Exposure
meterinq mode Exposure mode

M645
lens

Auto focus Focus aid Manual A S A-S P Av Tv M X

o o o C C o

- = not an available function

C = available function

*Witn the M645 lens, adiust the exposure by using stop down metering in the Av

exposure mode. The proper exposure cannot be achieved in the "P" (program

AE) or "Tv" (shutter priority AE) exposure mode.

*Wnen the M645 lens is mounted, the exposure metering mode is automatically

set to "S" (spot exposure metering)'
*Focusing using the focus mark is possible when the lens brightness is F5.6 or

brighter.
*Note that when the lens'A"/M lever is set to "M" after the focus mark O lights and

the aperture is stopped down beyond f/5.6,the defocus direction marks ) anO

{ ttasn. This is normal, and requires no adiustments'



External Power Supply

1. Set the shutter mode selector lever to "L".

2. Remove the cap.
Use a coin, etc., to remove the external power
socket's cap.

3. Remove the batteries from the battery case.
Turn the battery case detach lever, remove the
battery case, remove the batteries, then reattach
the battery case to the body.

4. Connect the power cord from the external
battery case to the external power socket.

*Be sure to attach the battery case to the body.
*The camera will operate even if the batteries are not removed from the battery

case, but for safety remove them.

When using a heat-retaining external battery case for coldweather operation (sold
seperately), connect it to the external power socket.
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Electroni

Position Front dial Rear dial

mx
E
o
o
c-
o
3
o
CL
o

P Program shifting (PH e P ePr) Program shifting (PH <+ P <rPr)

Av Aperture adjustment Aperture adjustment

Tv Shutter speed adjustment Shutter speed adjustment

M Shutter speed adjustment Aperture adjustment

X Aperture adjustment Aperture adjustment

T Aperture adjustment Aperture adjustment
=
o

g F
3 o
o o= = .=

cct

Auto bracketing Exposure offset (1/3 to 1 EV) Exposure offset (1/3 to 1 EV)

Multiple exposure No. additional exposures (1 to 5) No. additional exposures (1 to 5)

Self t imer Self timer operating time (3 to 60 sec.) Self timer operating time (3 to 60 sec.)

(D
key

When Func displayedFunc€Fd()dLoc Func€Fd()dLoc

When Func selected lrE5lllglilErr <)OF lDtlTlrl<>rtnll11OF

When Fd selected OneOF On()OF

When dLoc selected On()OF On<)OF

@
key

When sEt I displayed sEr 1 ()sEt a sEt I q:-sEt ?
sEt I
EEm selected
M=EIn

Place shift Object frame size adjustment

sEt ? displayed sEt I <)SEt a sEt 1 eSEt e

sEr ?-ffi selected Place shift Object frame size adjustment
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FfOnUReaf Dial LOCk MeChaniSmS (select"dLotr'o)

These mechanisms keep the set values from changing when the front or rear dial is

touched when the exposure mode is set to "Av" (aperture priori ty AE), "Tv" (shutter

priori ty AE) or "M" (manual mode).

1. Set the shutter release mode selector lever to

"S" (to turn the Power on).

2. Press the @ Key for about 2 seconds. "FunC'

appears on the external l iquid crystal display
panel.

3. Turn the front or rear dial and select
dLoc.

4. Press tne @ KeY again.  OF or On
flashes. Turn the front or rear dial to se-
lect On.

5. Press the @ Button for about 2 seconds
to register the setting. When the dial lock is

turned on, "L" is displayed on the external liq-

uid crystal disPlaY Panel.

*Wtren a dial is turned while the electronic
dial lock is on, L flashes for 3 seconds as a

warning.

Turning the electronic dial lock off
*Perform steps 1 to 4 above, turn the front or

rear dial to select "OF", then press the @
Button for about 2 seconds.

i t \
.:i:F\.E -



superimposins Data ( llffiiteffi|iil'Jlil#;:"'n" )
Display the data superimpose function on the external liquid crystal display panel to
superimpose the data on the film (outside of the image area).

Setting the Date and Time (select "SIEI1,,)

1. Set the shutter release mode selector lever to
"S" (to turn the power on).

2. Press tne @ Key for about 2 seconds. "i>Et
l" appears on the external liquid crystal display
panel.

3. Press the @ Key again, then use the front and rear dials to set the date and time.
When the front dial is turned clockwise, the position switches between the month, day,
year, hours and minutes (the selected posit ion f lashes). Turn the rear dial to set the
value.

hour 'minutes"

= wffit lffi il:tl ffii ;: ilil:: :i",.x,:'ffi.kw se
4. After setting the date and time, press the @ Button for about 2 seconds to
register the setting.

*Check the date and time after replacing the batteries or using an external power
supply, and adjust as necessary.
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Setting the Index Number (select "sEt ?")

1. Set the shutter release mode selector lever to
"S'(to turn the power on).

external liquid crystal display panel.

3. press tne @ Key again, then use the front and rear dials to set the desired index

number (3 digits).
When the front dial is turned clockwise, the posit ion switches between the f irst digit ,

second digit  and third digit  ( the selected posit ion f lashes). Turn the rear dial to set the

value.

@ When the front dial is turned clockwise
- when the front dial is turned counter-

clockwisel__-j-r_r-F] I--ffi, 
__l

| -rJr-t r-t | | ,-Jr-t r-t I

l*ll*l
4. After sett ing the index number, press the @ Button for about 2 seconds to

register the setting.

*tne index number is displayed as a 3-digit  number. Data on the number of

photos taken is stored in the camera, so the numbers of the photos continue to

increment when the roll film holder is replaced. This function is convenient for

managing large amounts of film.
*tne starting index number can be set at will. For example, when shooting in

different places or for different purposes, you can classify the photos by chang-

ing the starting number of the second or third digit.
-*Once the total number of photos taken reaches 999, counting starts over from

OO1. OOO can also be set using the index number setting procedure.

*After 60 seconds or when another priority button is pressed, the index number

setting mode is canceled and the setting is not registered.

*Custom sett ings remain in the memory even when the shutter release mode

selector lever is set to "lJ'(turning the power off).

" " a - *



Selecting the Data to be Superimposed (setecr,,Func")

3. Use the front and rear dials to select the data to be superimposed (DATA or DAY).
The data to be superimposed changes when the front or rear dial is turned clockwise.

t __* x

*w** When the front or rear dial is turned clockwise
- When the front or rear dial is turned counterclockwise

Data superimpose modes

1. Set the shutter release mode selector lever to
"S" (to turn the power on).

2. Press the @ Key for about 2 seconds to
display "Func" on the external liquid crystal dis-
play panel, then press the @ Key again.

DATA:
The exposure mode, aperture, shutter speed, exposure compen-
sation value, exposure metering mode and index number are
superimposed.

DAY:
The date (year, month and day), time and index number are su-
perimposed.

OFF:
The data superimpose function is turned off.

llllfn l-
t- t-t fi E

* F utrt tT
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4. Display the desired data superimpose mode on the external l iquid crystal display

panel, itren press tne @ Button for about 2 seconds. The setting is registered and

the desired data superiilpose mode is displayed on the external liquid crystal display

panel

Checking the data to be superimposed
The data to be superimposed switches in the following order each time tfre @ Button is

pressed:
Date (year, month and day) - Time - Index number

E-TriTl-i-=','*-1
I rrl l : l5 l

*ttre display on the external liquid crystal display panel returns to normal when

the shutter release button is half-pressed or when another priority button is

pressed.

\

I
,il 

- 
This itustration is for exptanatory purposes. The actuat disptay may differ. 

@

fi



Changing the Viewfinder Display in the Manual Mode"M" (serect,,Fd,,)

When the exposure mode setting dial is set to "M", it is possible to display only the focus
marks and flash charge mark on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display panel.

1. Set the shutter release mode selector lever to
"S" (to turn the power on).

2. Press the @ Key for about 2 seconds to
display "FunE" on the external liquid crystal dis-
play panel.

3. Turn the front or rear dial to select Fd.

4. Press the @ Key again to display OF
or On (f lashing).
Turn the front or rear dial to select OF.

charging is completed) are displayed on the viewfinder's liquid crystal display panel.

Returning to the normal display
*Repegt steps 1 to 4 about, turn the front or rear dial to select ',En,,then press

tne @ Button for 2 seconds.
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End

- n f J -

11E

-nn-
AJJ

-nn-

This is displayed for 3 seconds when the end of the film is reached
while shooting in the "G" (continuous advance) shutter release
mode.

This is displayed when the shutter release button is pressed while
the mirror is up when the exposure mode is set to "P" (program
AE), "Av" (aperture priority AE) or "Tv" (shutter priority AE).

This is displayed when auto bracketing does not function, as follows:
. When the shutter release button is pressed while the exposure mode is
set to "M", "X" or "T", this is displayed, the shutter is not released and the
auto bracketing mode is canceled.
. When the shutter release button is pressed while shooting with the expo-
sure mode set to "Av", "Tv" or "P" and there are fewer than three frames of
film left, this is displayed, the shutter is not released and the auto bracketing
mode is canceled.

lf the roll film holder is removed while the multiple exposure mode
is set, this is displayed and the multiple exposure mode is can-
celed.

h;:L L

E,- ,- -
t-t a
,-t I

E,- ,- '
,;r l

E,- ,- -
,;r 1

This is displayed when the batteries are spent.

These are displayed when a problem is detected during
shooting.
lf the error display is not canceled when the shutter release but-
ton is pressed again, insert the Dark slide, half-press the shutter
release button while pressing the rol l  f i lm holder's manual f i lm
advance button to wind up the film, then contact your nearest
Mamiya agent or service center.



lf the shutter cannot be released

Otfre shutter cannot be released when the batteries are spent or no batteries are loaded.
Otne shutter cannot be released while the film is being advanced.
OTne shutter cannot be released while the f lash is charging (while the f lash mark is

f lashing) when the shutter release mode is set to "C" (continuous shooting) with a
Metz flash mounted with the SCA 3951adapter. The shutter can be released once

' flash charging is completed.
Otrre shutter cannot be released when the film holder is not mounted.
OThe shutter cannot be released while the ISO sensitivity is being set after mounting

the film holder.
OTne shutter cannot be released when the film holder is mounted and the dark slide is

inserted.
Otne shutter cannot be released even if the rear lid is open when the film hblder is

mounted and the film insert is not mounted. (The shutter can be released when the
pull-out l id is removed.)

OThe shutter cannot be released when the f i lm holder is mounted and the rear l id is
closed with the film wound up.

OWhen the mode sett ing button is pressed while the self  t imer is operating, the self
timer is canceled and the shutter cannot be released.

OWhen the exposure mode sett ing dial is turned while the self  t imer is operating, the
self timer is canceled and the shutter cannot be released.

Owhen the shutter release mode selector lever is operated while the self timer is oper-
ating, the self timer is canceled and the shutter cannot be released.

OWhen the focus mode selector lever is operated while the self timer is operating, the
self timer is canceled and the shutter cannot be released.

Owhen the exposure mode selector lever is operated while the self timer is operating,
the self timer is canceled and the shutter cannot be released.

OThe shutter cannot be released when one of the error messages is displayed.
OWfren the shutter release mode selector lever is set to "lJ'during long exposures of

over 1 second, the rear membrane closes and the long exposure mode is canceled.
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I Strap/Using a Tripod/Auxiliary Release Contact

Strap

Auxiliary Release Contact

Put the next strap through the camera's strap
mount as shown on the diagram and t ighten i t .
For safety, check that the strap is securely fas-
tened to the straP mount.

When using a tripod with 3/8 inch screws (larger

than the normaltripod screws), remove the small
screw @ from the tripod screw hole on the bot-
tom of the body using a Phillips screwdriver, then
use a coin to remove the tripod screw adapter @.

This is the jack for connecting Mamiya electro-
magnetic cable release (sold separately) when
taking photos with the mirror up, with long expo-
sures or with slow shutter sPeeds.

#804821 1m (3')
#804422 5m (15')

Using a Tripod



Specif ications

CameraType

Actuallmage Size
Film Type

Lens Mount

Viewfinder

Focusing Screen

Field of View
Viewf inder lnformation

AF sub-beam

AF Lock
Exposure Control Modes

Metering method

Setting Steps

Light Metering

Metering Range
Exposure compensation
Film speed
AE lock

: 6x4.Scm format, electronically controlled focal-plane shutter, TTL multiple
mode AE, AF single lens reflex

:  56x41.5 mm
: 120 ro l l f i lm (16 exposures);

220 roll f i lm (32 exposures); Polaroid Land Pack Film (requires special
HP402 magazine)

: Mamiya 645 AF Mount, compatible with M645 mount (manual focus con-
firmation, focus aid, stop-down exposure metering)

: Fixed prism viewfinder magnification x0.71 ; built-in diopter adjustment
(-2.5 to +0.5, separate diopter correction lenses provide adjustment ranges
of -5 to -2 diopter and 0 to +3 diopter); buift-in eye-piece shutter

: Interchangeable between Matt (standard) and Checker and manual focus
microprism for M645 lenses.

: 94k- of actual image
: Focus mark, out-of-focus direction mark, aperture value, shutter speeo,

metering mode (A, S, A/S), exposure compensation value (difference be-
tween set value and actual value)

: activates automatically under low light, low contrast.
Range; 9m yet to be determined; Automatic switching to flash unit's built-in
sub-beam when Metz flash unit is attached.

: Half-press on shutter release in S Mode
; Aperture-priority AE, shutter-priority AE, programmed AE (PH, Pr setting

possible)
: Center-weighted average (AV), spot (S) and variable ratio (1.S-step A-S

auto change by program shift setting), manual
: Shutter speed and aperture both can be set in 1/2 steps; electronic dihl

lock
: TTL metering;center-weighted average (AV), spot (SP), and auto A-S vari-

able ratio
: EY 2 to EV 18 (with lSO100 fi lm, f/2.8 lens)
: +3 EV (1/3 step)
: ISO 25 to 6400
: With AEL button; released by pressing twice or shutter operation; l ight

metering value differentiation in viewfinder exposure compensation dis-
play when ELS button is held down;+6EV (1/3 step)

'This information is based on a Linear (horizontal/vertical) measurement. 
r

@
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Shutter
Shutter speed

Auto-Bracketing
Flash Synchronization

Flash control
Film transport
Film loading

Multiple Exposure
ExternalLCD

Data lmprinting

Sync terminal
Cable release socket
Remote-control terminal
Self-Timer

Depth-of-f ield conf i rmation
Tripod Socket
Power Requirements
Size
Weiqht

: Electronically controlled vertical metal focal-plane shutter
: AE 30 to 1/4000 sec. (1/8 step), manual 30 to 1/4000 sec. (1/2 step), X, B

(Bulb, electronically controlled), T (time, mechanically controlled), emer-
gency shutter curtain open mechanism (open when magazine is removed,

automatically closed when magazine is attached)
: Enabled with Mode button, 113, 1/2,2/3, 1-step units
: 1/125 sec., automatically sets lo 1/125 at faster speeds, synchronized to

displayed speed at slower speeds (when Metz flash unit is used)
: TTL direct metering, supports Metz SCA3000 system (SCA3951 Adapter)
: Automatic via built-in motor, single or continuous exposures
: Automatic advance to first frame when shutter release button is pressed

once (Easy Loading)
: Enabled with Mode button (1 to 5 exposures);can be cancelled
: On camera body; shows aperture value, shutter speed value, self{imer,

ABL, battery check, multiple exposure, programmed AE or programmed

AE shift value, data imprinting Interchangeable Film Magazine: ISO speed,
type of tilm (1201220), exposure number

: 7 segment dot matrix; DATA mode: exposure mode, aperture value, shut-
ter speed value, exposure compensation, metering mode, lD number; DAY
mode; year, month, date, time, lD number Switchable between enabled
and disabled

: X contact (sync speed 1/125 sec.)
: On shutter button
: On side of body; electromagnetic cable release
: 3 to 60 sec. (standard: 10 sec., can be set in 1 sec. steps between 3 and 10

sec., and in 10 sec. steps between 10 and 60 sec.)
: Preview Button
: U 1/4 inch and U 3/8 included
: 6 AA-size batteries (alkaline-magnesium, lithium)
:  153(W)X128(H)X184(D)mm
: 1,7309(w/o battery)



Common Sense Camera Care and Practice

The Mamiya 645 AF is a precision optical/mechanical instrument, built for heavy profes-
sional use and a long service l i fe, i f  properly treated and maintained. please observe
these basic caveats:

. Read instructions before using camera.

' Protect camera against shocks and falls. Use neck strap supplied with it, whenever
possible.

' Check the battery frequently and always carry spares. The sealed battery supplied
with the camera may have been subject to storage conditions which have reduced its
service life.

' Be sure to wipe battery contacts before installation and watch correct polarity.

. Battery life differs, depending on frequency of use, type, age, storage condition, ambi-
ent temperature (use External Battery case in very cold weather), etc.

' Always remove the battery (and film) when camera is not used for a period of time.

. Always keep covers on lenses and camera body.

. Do not store the camera at temperatures exceeding 40'C (1Os"F) and -10'c (15"F).
Also avoid humid or sea air environment.

' Prolonged disuse shortens camera life. Periodically exercise the shutter (at different
speeds, lens diaphragms and focusing mounts.

o Protect camera against rain and moisture.

' Do not touch lens surfaces. Use blower or lens tissue to remove dust particles.

Specific Suggestions:
' Operate the film advance lever with easy strokes. lf moved too rapidly it may affect

spacing.

' Hold lens focusing mounts on bottom in order not to block range finder window.

' Always test your equipment before going on important assignments.
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The lmportance of Proper Maintenance
Your  camera has mechanisms l ike  f i lm t ranspor t ,  shut ter  and d iaphragm b lades,
rangefinder couplings, etc. They are controlled by gears, levers, springs, and so on. All
require special lubrication from time to time. Ambient conditions can also affect these
mechanisms, as well as the electronic components and the optical glass of your lenses.
We therefore suggest that you have your camera and lenses checked, and if necessary
serviced, periodically.

Batteries Care
1. The sealed, new battery which is supplied with this camera may have been subject to

storage conditions which have reduced its service life. Therefore it is desirable to re-
place it with a fresh battery as soon as possible.

2. Carefully wipe the battery contacts before inserting into the chamber. Failure to do so
may result in poor electrical contact and consequent malfunctioning of the camera.

3. Always remove battery when camera is not used for a while. Always carry spare bat-
teries.

4. Battery life differs, depending on type, age, storage condition, ambient temperature,
frequency of use etc.

5. Be sure to match the poles of the battery with those shown in the diagram in the
chamber.

6 Always keep batteries out of the reach of children and never throw used batteries into
a fire or expose to excessive heat.

7. When going on trips be sure to carry spare batteries to ensure that the camera will
function. Also, as batteries tend to temporarily malfunction at temperatures below freez-
ing, when photographing in extremely cold climates, carry the External Battery Case.

8. When you carry spare batteries, leave them in the original factory packaging. lf they
are "unpackaged", be sure to wrap them carefully in order to prevent them touching
each other or any metal objects which can cause them to short circuit and become
useless.
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Liquid Crystal Display

All displays on the liquid crystaldisplay consist ol" E" and the number of
places is limited. For this reason, some letters and words are abbrevi-
ated.

\EL + SET
lz,-tn,:  + Function

htLL * BatterY

End + END

dLn,= -  Dial  Lock
l : f i  + FinderDisplay

E, - , -  +Error
';ii: + oFF
'rin -> On
+ ++

n
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